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"The most profound and illuminating study <if our national conditions

which has appeared for many years."

—

Theodore Kuoskvki.t in "Na-

tionalism and Popular Rule,'' Outlook, Jan. 21, 1911.

"Since the publication of Rryce's 'American fummonwealth,' there

has been nothing to compare with Mr. t'roly's study of .•\merican pi^litical

conditions and tendencies. Tnlike the great F.nglish critic, however, Mr.

Croly's aim is not merely analysis and description. He aims to provide a

sufficient basis in theory fur the programme of a nationalized democracy,

to demonstrate that American democracy can trust its welt"«>'e to the dic-

tates of its national interest, to reconcile the ideals of democra'ic liherty

and national strength. In the accomplishment of this task, he provi<le»

us with a brilliant and penetratinjj review of past hi^>tory and pre.'>ent con-

ditions, arriving from conservative premises at conclusions \*hich will

doubtless appear radical to many."— l-'inancial Rtvicw.

".•\n eminently notable book. It is one of the best examples in recent

years of a long-sustained flight in the region of realistic philosophical p<ili-

tics. The amplitude of discourse which the author allows himself is war-

ranted by the profundity of his analysis."— New York Evening Post.

"The book is a thoughtful, intelligent discussion of a vital subject,

writte.i in simple, yet consistent language, with a calm, clear judgment

that will make it invaluable to every thinking American."

—

Ohio State

Journal,

" All Americans will find much to interest them in the way of instruc-

tion between the covers of this volume. The question of militarism is

thoughtfully discussed. The bjoV is informing 10 the general public, and

will make an excellent supplementary volume for the civics department in

schools and colleges."— Education.
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